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Accept or Reject a Targeted Order 

This job aid details the steps necessary to approve targeted orders. A targeted order skips the 

requisition process and sends the work order directly to a specified supplier. This process is used 

when the sourcing step is not necessary because there is a known resource or supplier for the 

contracted work. Targeted orders are used for “Services Outside Iraq”, “Home Based Work” and 

“Expenses Only” assignments. 

You must be the Supplier Agent listed on the Work Order to have visibility to the Targeted Order. To be 
listed as the Supplier Agent on an existing Work Order, please notify the Supplier Manager for the Work 
Order or your Supplier Firm Administrator. 

To accept or reject a targeted order: 

1. Log in to IQNavigator using your user name and password and go to your Alternate UI 

dashboard. 

2. Click the Targeted Offers to Approve link located in the Status column on the right-hand side 

under Work Orders/Assignments. The Work Orders – targeted offers to approve list screen 

displays. 

Optional: Hover over the Work Orders/Assignments tab in the Header Menu bar and click Work 

Orders. The Work Orders list screen displays. Use the Search & Filter feature to create a list of 

Targeted Orders waiting for approval. (Set Filter to “targeted offers to approve” and then click 

search.) 

 

NOTE: This list is specific to YOUR user role and reflects Targeted Orders/Assignments for which 

you are the designated Supplier Agent. 
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3. Review the list. Notice that the resource name for a targeted order displays in plain text until the 

targeted order is filled. (This updates to a hyperlink once the targeted order is filled.) The status 

for a new targeted order is Position Offered.  

 

4. Click on the number hyperlink in the Assignment ID column to view the targeted work order 

record. The Work Order screen displays. 

 

5. Enter/validate data on the Position and Resource Detail tab of the Work Order screen as 

detailed below. 

 Requested Resource – Find whether the requested resource already has a resource profile 

record with your agency by checking the drop-down selection list of names or by clicking the 

search resources button ( ). NOTE: The search resources list includes both 

active and inactive resources. 

 Scroll through the resource list to see if it is one single alphabetical list or several 
separate alphabetical lists based on text format. (Names in all-capital letters list before 
names in upper-and-lower case letters and before names in all-lowercase letters.)  

 Create Quick Resource –  It is critical that you use the existing resource profile 

record if one exists. Take care not to create duplicate resource profiles for the same 

person. If you cannot find a matching profile using the pull-down selection list or the search 

resources list, then use the Create Quick Resource form. Required fields are marked with a 

red asterisk (*). 

- Name: Enter the Requested Resource name. 

- Unique Resource ID: Use the selection lists to enter the Date of Birth, then click the 

generate unique id button. The system will auto-populate the Unique Resource ID. 

- Complete the additional fields as indicated. Required fields are marked with a red 

asterisk (*). 
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6. Click the create new button in the Action section to continue. The system creates a new profile 

for the resource and assigns it to the targeted order. 

7. Review the proposed bill rates, the start and end dates, and other relevant data on the work 

order. 

 

8. Navigate to the Work Order Summary tab. 

To approve the targeted order: 

 Click the approve button in the Work Order Actions section. The Work Order will become 

effective on the start date. 

To reject the targeted order: 

 Click the reject button in the Work Order Actions section. The system prompts for a rejection 
reason which will be sent to the Shell Manager and the CWS team when you click OK to 

confirm your intent. 
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